
From the Youngers… 

Among  the  gusts  of  wind 
and squalls of sleet and hail 
last week at Sand Beach, the 
Youngers  se t  out  on  a 
treasure  hunt  that  spanned 
parts of Ocean Drive, Sand 
Beach  and  Great  Head.  
With a map in hand, and all 
they  had  learned  about 
ca rd ina l  d i rect ions ,  
landforms,  and  geography, 
they set out to find clues at 
each  location  that  asked 
them  quest ions  and  to 
complete  certain  tasks, 
authentic to the expedition, 
which  led  them  to  their 
next clue and location.  The Youngers worked hard to read and reflect upon the different lessons in our 
geography expedition that the various clues asked them to recall.  In then end, the group of tired and well 

traveled children arrived at the site where X 
marked  the  spot,  and  they  dug  up  their 
treasure.    It  was  an  adventurous  and,  at 
times, challenging afternoon through which 
the  c l a s s  per se vered  and  c reat i ve l y 
demonstrated their learning.  

Miss  Erica  shared  with  us  a  fantastic  and 
hands  on  lesson  on  how  some  of  the 
landforms we know come to be.  She began 
with  a  story  about  when the  sun was  new 
and  all  of  the  earth  was  hot  liquid.   She 
described the cooling of this liquid, forming 
the  plates  on  the  earth's  surface  and  then 
us ing  g raham  crackers  (pla tes )  and  
strawberry jam (magma),  she instructed the 
children in  colliding the plates  in  different 
fashions to form mountain ranges, trenches 
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Youngers take a break from looking for lost treasure on the Great Head Trail.

Lolie helps Aliyah get the knack of finger knitting.



and earth quake faults.  The children began to understand the scale of 
which landforms take form and how the continents have some of the 
major features we know today.  They were particularly taken by the 
fact that due to it's location, Mt. Everest keeps growing taller!

In our mindfulness work, we have collected the last of our four stones 
for Tict Nhat Han’s, Handful of Quiet stone mediation, which we will 
fully begin next week.  The last stone represents space. We spoke about 
how space allows us to feel free, open and calm and we drew from the 
imagery of flowers arranged carefully in a vase - placed so that each can 
breath and fully express themselves.  The children shared examples of 
when they felt liberated by space, and also nervous, anxious and even 
angry when they felt they didn’t have adequate space.  Together, we 
illustrated  how the  notion  of  space  can  be  literal,  but  also  a  more 
abstract  concept.  Our  mindfulness  work  continues  to  speak  to  the 
Youngers,  and  I  am impressed  by  the  thoughtful  insights  that  live 
within them.  

As we will begin working on our final projects next week to wrap up 
our geography expedition, we will be embarking on some paper mache 
models.  If you have any newspaper at home that you are looking to 
recycle, please send it in during the next few days.  Thank you!  We will 
be venturing to Cooksey Drive for our stewardship visit  during this 
week’s outing.

Have a wonderful week, 
Miss Jasmine

From the Olders… 

Dear Families,
 
Over  the  course  of  this 
winter, the children have 
continued  to  visit  their 
s it  spots  each  week. 
We’ve  watched  these 
special  places  transform 
during  this  changing 
weather—transitioning 
from  snow,  to  ice,  to 
puddles.  Last  Monday, 
we sat in the fresh snow 
completing field paintings  of  the views from our special  spots.  The 

children took to this new medium well and created some beautiful paintings that we will send to our pen 
pals as hand crafted post cards.
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Thank you to: 

To Anna Farell for hosting the 
olders and guiding them in 
processing their Stanley 
Brook water quality sample at 
the Mount Desert Island 
B i o l o g i c a l L a b o r a t o r y 
Community Lab, Erica Lehner 
for a wonderful month of 
teaching and learning as our 
active and helpful January 
intern, Sam Day for helping 
to facilitate the olders final 
watershed projects. 

Reminders: 

- Please help bring back 
library books, for our trip 
to the library on Friday.  
Thank you. 

- Open House for 
perspective families: 
Thursday, February 11 

- Community Talent Show: 
Friday, February 12, 
1:30-3:00 at the 
schoolhouse 

- Mid-Winter Break: 
February 15-19.  School 
resumes February 22. 

? Natural History Mystery ? 

What freshwater fish species 
are native to MDI?

Noah wood burning form drawings on his desk.



We’ve continued to explore watersheds from a 
personal  use and stewardship perspective.  As a 
class  we  traveled  back  along  a  timeline, 
considering  the  historic  attitudes  and  actions 
that impacted water quality in the United States. 
The children were able to thoughtfully consider 
shifts  in  industr y,  population  and  social 
awareness. I told the story of the Clean Water 
Act  and  the  children  explored  how  this 
legislation  and  the  EPA have  made  drastic 
improvements to the health of our watersheds.  
The children also tallied their personal water use 
this week—considering the amount of water we 
send down the drain and possible ways to reduce 
our home use.
 
For our outing this week we visited Anna Farrell 

at  the  MDIBL.  In  preparation,  we  carefully  collected 
water samples from Stanley Brook and the Seal Harbor 
beach.  The children reviewed much of their  watershed 
knowledge  with  Anna,  discussing  sources  of  pollution 
along  Stanley  Brook  and  the  various  water  quality 
variables  that  scientists  consider  when  conducting 
watershed  surveys.  Using  the  specialized  equipment  at 
the lab, to prepare our samples for incubation, captured 
the children’s interest and they brought much care and 
attention to this  work.   We will  head to the Bio Lab 
again this coming week to analyze our data!
 
We will begin our final projects this week as we begin to 
wrap up our watershed expedition! I look forward to the 
work  we  are  able  to  create  as  we  reflect  on  all  we’ve 
learned.
 
With warmth and love,
Bethany

Specialty Classes 

Spanish 

Following our studies on cultural diversity this week the students learned about art, music, dance and 
traditions from two Spanish-speaking countries: Bolivia and Spain. For several years I have been a Tinku 
dancer in the “Carnaval de Oruro”. Tinku is a traditional dance of the Aymara People of the Bolivian 
highlands. As I did last year, I invited my sister Lorena who is a Flamenco dancer in Seville-Spain to join 
me in a performance for the children. We talked with them about how the people consider the Tinku 
dance as a prayer asking for love, health and abundance. The children were surprised when they heard 
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Cedar paints an image of his friendly birch tree sit-spot.

Anna Farrell shows the Olders how to test the 
quality of their Stanley Brook water samples.



that  we dance for  4  hours  continuously  during the “Carnaval  de Oruro”.  We also explained that  we 
learned this dance when we were young watching the people practicing in the street! My sister explained 
to them that she went to a Flamenco school for several years to become a professional Flamenco dancer. 
She also pointed out that even if Flamenco is a traditional dance passed through generations in Spain, her 
dance is a personal expression of her emotions and experiences. The children danced and performed these 
rhythms making sounds with their mouths, hands and feet! One of the most beautiful moments was when 
Lorena told them how important silence is when you learn music. She said “silence is the base of sound, 
can you imagine that?”.

Handwork 

The Olders:

Help me guide the rainbow threads,
With my needle straight and true.
Crossing stitches left and right,
In and out and through.

Under, over, snug and tight,
Through woven fabric fine.
Skip the dancing colored threads, 
To weave a wondrous rainbow web.

With a new opening verse, comes a new project for the Olders, embroidery.  Using wool felt, crochet 
cotton and tapestry needles, the children are learning the practical aspects of sewing.  We are learning to 
thread the needle (without the use of a needle threader), make beginning and ending knots, and practicing 
forming even stitches.  Our first stitch, the running stitch, is a good basic stitch to master.  In addition to 
its use in design, it is a useful sewing stitch for basic sewing and repairs.  After practicing the running 
stitch on the outer edges of their piece, each student will create a unique design in the center.  Making 
beautiful  useful  items reinforces the fact  that beauty is  part  of  everyday life,  something we bring to 
everything we do.  
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Eliza and Cedar display their hand-knit ear warmers.

Miss Patricia and her sister, Lorena, show the children the 
artful dance of the traditional Bolivian Aymara People during 

“Carnival de Oruro” and Spanish Flamenco dancing.



The Olders will also continue knitting.  Each student has a project that they will work on outside of class.  
We will make time each week during class to check in about our knitting projects.  This allows us to 
continue to build on our knitting skills, learning new stitches and techniques.

The atmosphere in the classroom is lovely.  We are all working harmoniously together, yet each student's 
work is individual.

The Youngers:

With  Valentines  Day  approaching,  the  Youngers 
have been busy creating felted hearts.  Using cookie 
cutters as molds, the children select their colors of 
wool, separate the fibers and carefully place into the 
heart mold.  A bit of soapy water is added, fingers 
get  to  work  and  so  begins  the  felting  process.  
Patience and persistence are required, as our fingers 
work to turn the wispy fleece into dense felt. The 
resulting hearts are well worth the effort - unique, 
colorful, lovely!

Our knitters and finger knitters continue to make 
good  progress  on  their  individual  projects.   Our 
bustling classroom has a lovely lighthearted feel.

Warmly,
Miss Karen 

News and Upcoming Events 

Re-enrollment, Financial Aid and Supplies Fee 
It  is  hard  to  believe  that  it  is  this  time  of  year…February  is  re-enrollment  month!  and  enrollment 
contracts are out!  Please note that there are some changes in the timeline from last year, regarding when 
items are due:
• Friday, February 26 (or before): Return signed enrollment contract and $500 deposit if you plan for your 

child to attend The Community School next year.  
• March 15: Financial Aid information due to TADS.
• March 15: If re-enrolling, Supplies Fee due for school year 16/17.
• April 1: Families will be notified with their financial aid package by The Community School.
Timeliness  with  these  due  dates  is  important,  in  an  effort  to  have  an  informed  sense  of 
enrollment and aid amounts, so we can best plan and budget for the upcoming year.  

Second Annual Community Talent Show 
Friday, February 12 1:30-3:00 at the schoolhouse 

All members of your family are encouraged to participate!  Solo, duets, family and multi-family acts are 
encouraged.  Musical instruments, magic tricks, songs, dance, skits, and all other performance acts are 
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Youngers make beautiful felted Valentine hearts.



welcomed… the sky is the limit!  Children can sign-up with the title of the act and who is in the act with 
their class teachers.

We have introduced the idea of the talent show during town meeting.  The children often offer songs and 
performances during the “share” session at our Wednesday town meeting and we pointed out that this was 
a different venue.  We would like to emphasize that the talent show is a time to share something polished 
and that you have been practicing.  Some children have signed up together, which will require some after-
school practicing. Have fun!
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Cultivating a Sense of Self, Place, and Community.

website: www.thecommunityschool.me  email: info@thecommunityschool.me

Watershed talk 
and water 

quality testing 
with the Olders’ 

at the 
Community 

Environmental 
Health Lab at 
MDI Bio Lab 

with Anna 
Farrell.

Right: Cedar’s 
depiction of his birch 
tree sit-spot painted 

in watercolor.

Left: The Older’s 
explore Stanley 

Brook only to find no 
ice on this warm 

January day!
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